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Date 04 April 2021 

Hare(s) None 

Venue None 

ONON N/A 

MAPS AND HASHERS 
DON’T GO TOGETHER! 

After Flash’s vague directions of 
going “north” at the roundabout we 
came upon Master Bates stationary 
in the middle of a housing estate 
also bemused.  To throw into the 
mix Flick was not at all sure that it 
was MB.  “That’s a woman”, was 
the comment.  “No”, said I “it’s 
MB with Covid long hair”.  
[outrageous, I’m not gender 
dysphoric! MB] Fortunately with 
extra directions from RHUM and 
Flash we at last espied Atalanta 
frantically waving in her pretty 
Belisha Beacon outfit and all was 
well. 

RHUM and she set off at their 
usual fast pace and Herr Flick did 
his usual own thing.  MB, Flash 
and I set off at a fast clip to 
complete the four and half mile 
circuit which was just about right.  
I seem to remember hashing here a 
few times as RHUM favours this 
area.  It is good for hashing as 
there are many choices of 
footpaths on and off ‘piste’.  Also,  
the terrain is unvaried so it is only 
possible to get one’s location 

 

without the aid of a GPS or by the 
sun.  Which we had eventually by 
the bucket load.  The forecast had 
not been brilliant but by the end of 
the morning the sunshine was truly 
wonderful with a fresh air 
temperature.   It was extremely 
pleasant to be with fellow hashers 
after such a period of lockdown and 
chew the cud for an hour and a half. 
On arriving back Atty and Herr 
Flick were scoffing Easter eggs 
[that Atalanta had given each of 
us! MB] and imbibing cherry 
flavoured gin provided by her good 
self.  We had a very pleasant lunch 
in the sunshine. 

 One thing of note today is the 
Boat Race which is to be held not 
on the Thames but on the Great 
Ouse in Cambridgeshire because 
the local authorities in 
Hammersmith could not risk the 
rowers going under the wonky 
bridge on the Thames. The race 
today is also memorable because 
for the first time it is to be umpired 
by women.  Sarah Winckless, aka 
KamiKnickers is a veteran Barnes 

Hasher and is one of the umpires.  She 
is a Bronze Olympic medalist and also 
one of the fierce Stewards at Henley. 

My hopes are that all Surrey 
Hashers had a wonderful Easter 
weekend and we are looking forward 
to seeing you in two weeks time at 
The Red Barn, Blindley Heath. 

 
OnOn!  Do You? 
 
It was good to get the green light 

from our SH3 committee that hashing 
this week and next in individual 
groups of six were on, having gained a 
majority vote at a recent meeting for 
the proposed SH3 “road map”. 
Unfortunately maps and navigation 
were not really working for our group 
today. 

RHUM, my regular running partner 
during the COVID “allowed out in 
pairs” phase, offered to set a trail for 
six of us. At 10:52 as I was driving to 
the On Out I started getting text 
messages from Master Bates asking 
where he was meant to park. I 
managed to forward the instructions 
RHUM has sent us to him but just got 

a reply back “?? I’m with Max and 
Jenny”. I was unable to reply as I 
was still driving. When I pulled up 
behind RHUM’s car as the exact 
spot he had told us to aim for MB 
was calling him for instructions of 
how to find us. Luckily Hash 
Flash who can read a map was 
already there getting his kit on. 

We had ten minutes of Hash 
Flash and I standing in the road 
trying to guide Herr Flick, Do You 
and MB who was in convoy to 
where we were. I offered to drive 
out and find them but HF said they 
didn’t know where they were, so 
that wasn’t an option! Eventually 
both vehicles arrived. Apparently 
the sat nav in Herr Flick’s new 
vehicle was not sophisticated 
enough so had failed to direct 
them properly. Master Bates 
blamed RHUM for poor 
directions. 

RHUM informed us it was a 4.5 
mile trail, no flour, he would lead 
the runners and HF had a map for 
the walkers. So RHUM and I set 
off on our own at about 11:10. The 
trail initially followed Christ 
Church Road before turning in 
towards Great Stew Pond. The 
weather was perfect, sunny with a 
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bit of a chill in the air so we didn’t 
overheat. Not that I was likely to 
overheat due to my running – I have 
lost a lot of my fitness and couldn’t 
run the whole time despite it all 
being pretty flat. Lots of water fowl 
on the water this morning – which 
MB could probably identify, better 
than I. We were running towards 
Ashtead Common and we 
reminisced how we hadn’t seen our 
Stilton for so long and hoped we 
might bump into him, given it’s his 
patch. 

We even found flour on the 
ground but it wasn’t particularly 
helpful as it was an arrow pointing 
in two opposite directions. We also 
found “a pointless gate” which 
RHUM insisted on photographing as 
Bodyshop is apparently a fan of 
them. 

RHUM and I got back to our cars 
before midday, so short of an hour 
of running and walking, he admitted 
to me he was a bit lost on the ground 
(despite having a map marked out on 
his phone), though we were both 
grateful as he had a lunch to get to 
and I need to get fitter! 

Herr Flick was there sunning 
himself. We shared some of my 
cherry gin (the cherries were from 

Poshy’s garden) and waited for the 
other three to arrive back. 

RHUM set off to collect his 99 year 
old nearly-father-in-law Primo from 
Wimbledon who was joining the 
family for lunch with RHUM’s little 
grandson Freddie and daughter 
Sophie. 

I stayed for a bit longer at the side of 
the road with HF, MB, HF and DY to 
enjoy some nibbles and cheer in the 
sun. 

So lovely to get together again, 
looking forward to seeing more SH3 
hashers as the restrictions continue to 
lift. Thanks RHUM for a great run! 

 
OnOn!, Atalanta 

MOA 4 

The “Mop-heads” 
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Addendum 
  

I subscribe to the principle of democracy but judging by some of the things that are being 
bandied about in SH3 cyberspace, some clearly do not. Some, of course, believe in democra-
cy so long as their preference gets a majority! 
In the 2016 EU Referendum, I voted remain. The result, albeit by a small majority, was to 
leave. I have to accept that. 

As I reported in RSCVD38, following the Committee Meeting, the GM asked all Committee 
members to vote Yes or No, to ratify the SH3 Roadmap back to hashing, the online meeting 
was unanimous, then, after asking for votes by text, the result was Yes by a majority (73% 
Yes) that is greater than that required to amend the Constitution of the USA.  
Some of the utterances e.g. “Was it wise to publish in the RS a committee endorsed statement 
that is so obviously utter bollocks?......”  Being criticised for publishing the result! i.e. the 
facts, reminds me of Donald Trump’s reprehensible behaviour in trying to invalidate the re-
cent Presidential Election. 

I also thoroughly enjoyed RHUMs outing in Epsom and I’ll be running in an official DIY 
hash (group of six) next Sunday. 
And then, (whoopee!) I’ll be looking forward to Vera’s Vomit! 

As, those of you that read them, know, during lockdown, FRB has been writing reports 
about his Sunday perambulations with JArthur or Kellinchi. His latest, however, concerns his 
running with a different hash, the newly formed RH3 (or is it PH3?) and his text does not 
really make it clear that it was not a Surrey Hash. The attendees were certainly not covered 
by the SH3 insurance.  

Since this other hash, I’ve been informed, has its own (already published) newsletter con-
taining several run reports, my first thought was to tell FRB that he’d sent his report to the 
wrong hash! In the spirit of not wasting his communiqué which, as usual, includes a coda, the 
GM kindly suggested that I include it but not, as is usual, on the front page. You will find it 
overleaf. 

We wish Petal/Raffles every luck with their new hash in the future. 
And now some Easter(ish) jokes. Well Bods will probably think they’re jokes! 

 
       Easter Bunny: 
 
I've just washed my thing and I can't do a hare with it. 
 
They call me Bugs Bunny just 'cos I've got fleas. 
 
When someone poured boiling water down my hole, I was a hot cross bunny. 
 
What do you call ten of us marching backwards? A receding hareline. 
 
They call me self-centred, but I'm just eggocentric. 
 
And:  What did the Easter Egg say to the boiling water? It's going to take a while to get me 
hard I just got laid by some chick! 

 
 

OnOn! Master Bates 
  
Lord Raleidgh’s SH3 Quadrupedal Oppo’s 
 

Well  The report which included  the prestigious meeting at Cheltenham has disappeared 
into thin air A good thing too some will say doubtless but for the small band of  faithful read-
ers if any there be I shall try to convey the gist  : 

a) That the name of the month was RATFACEDMCDOUGALL  first winning at 18/1 and 
then again at 3/1 with DEVIOUS DICKS DAME next best 3 DORS TOYBOY - we speculat-
ed whether  referred to the venerable Cambridge h3 hasher (still with us? ) or to so else closer 
to home DR DES SHE S GINA  BECKY the BOO( esteemed d of ZIG ZIG?) ( BRIGADIER  
BOB FLICK the SWITCH COMMODORE BARRY TROOPER JONES  JENNY s DAY 0  
COOPERS BOY ANNA BUNINA ENORMOUS all ran with or without distinction Those 
that DID included COME, ON TEDDY aka TEDDY BOY SIR RODNEY REDBLOOD (do 
not mention blue blood to him!) etc who came third at Cheltenham in the Pertemps a 10/1 and 
FUSILRAFFLES who  abandoned sniffing around for mushrooms rabbits etc  to chase home 
the winner at 14/1 in the first at Cheltenham Both competing against the creme de la creme of 
British racing 

Mention was also made of JERRYSBACK who got mired in the shiggy in late February but 
thought enough of by connections to be entered in the' big one ' at Aintree on April 10 th We 
trust that the real' nice ' Jerry has long  shaken off the side effects he experienced about that 
time and is now fighting fit with a spring in his step 

 
ON ON, Ld Raleigh  

Link to SH3 Confab 

I’m Male(ish)! 

Evidence of the Dublin Hash? 
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The gate was jammed but Atalanta 
managed to climb over it! 

IN WHICH RAFFLES BAFFLES US AND PETAL IS ANYTHING BUT PETULANT 
 
When Ever-Ready queried the 18th April date for Surrey resumption of 6-person hashing he was told that the 

Government had misunderstood its own guidelines. He had spent half a lifetime immersed in the law, and this 
took him aback. Like all of us this Easter Sunday at Gracious Pond he was grateful to Raffles for taking this initi-
ative and allowing some 20 to enjoy flour and checks: what a difference it makes to get back closer to real hash-
ing! 

The hare re-appeared from setting the trail at about 10.50, accompanied by Petal, who explained that initially 
the checks were far apart, to avoid potential bunching of the groups at 15 minute intervals, and later the checks 
would be closer. What he did not emphasise was that while most of the checks were fairly simple – and even I 
solved 5 or 6 of them – one towards the end was a massive back check, and that threw our group completely. We 
were meant to be 5, but when No Nookie found herself arriving late she rang in, and Mrs Robinson with Doug 
took her place; we also found we had acquired the unauthorised presence of the dog who belongs to Miss Bean 
and Stevie Blunder, who were in a  much later group. I trust he found his way back! 

Well, we did not end up as a group at all. DTT and Mrs R had found their own way to the Pond; the remaining 
four of us went round and round at that back check, and eventually Eskimo Nell and I just used the sun to show 
us north and made our own way home, while Ever Ready solved the back check and later Kelinchi did the same. 
But we all drank beer together in a very convivial way (Steve had emphasised the need for rehydration in his risk 
assessment, based on Mountaineer and Ramblers documents). 

The trail was a refined, reduced and improved version of my run last autumn from the same car park. Mostly the 
other way round, but not entirely. Well, the sooner that lash-up is forgotten the better. Doug was harassed by a 
resident who insisted that only locals were allowed to use that road, despite its presence on OS maps as open to 
the public. Well, the sun shone steadily, Raffles made his trail scenic, with good use of a path by a stream I can-
not remember seeing on earlier SH3 visits to the area, God was in His heaven, all was right with the world.  

It seems appropriate on Easter Sunday to look at Islam, a much abused and misunderstood religion. Having 
spent many years reading the Bible and commentaries upon it, I thought it right to read also the holy Koran. Its 
arrangement in chapters (“suras”) in order of decreasing length may seem arbitrary; but the Bible is not presented 
in the sequence in which the various parts were written either. I assure you there is nothing to cause alarm or 
offence. It is the misuse to which it is subjected by terrorists who have misunderstood it that we should worry 
about. (We must assume that American Protestants, many of whom worship wealth, have never opened the gos-
pel of St Luke). Sure, there are Islamic nations which seriously misuse religion, notably Saudi Arabia and Paki-
stan; but consider also the sufferings of the Rohinga in Burma, or the Uighur in China, to see how Muslims are 
persecuted for their faith. Even the fundamental declaration of faith: There is no God but God, and Mohammed is 
his Prophet, seems to me harmless; and the holy Koran takes Christ very seriously. 

 
OnOn! FRB  

Blast from the Past 


